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WHO  WE  ARE

Ethical Kind is an independent organic peace
silk sleepwear label for the conscious woman.

It's commitment to organic, cruelty-free
materials introduces a sustainable alternative
that sees to preserve the natural landscape,

protect wildlife and provide a lasting livelihood
to  farmers and artisan way of life so future

generations can thrive.
 



WHAT  WE  DO

We design luxury sleepwear from 100%
cruelty-free organic peace silk focused on

comfortability, versatility and sustainability.
From camisoles, sleep sets, kimono gowns and
pillowcases, our collection is beautiful to wear
from day to night and transcend any occasions

 



WHY  WE  DO  IT

We are conscious of fashion's position as the
second largest polluter in the world and that it

is most exploitive of woman and labour. We
are working to change these realities for an

equitable and sustainable future.



OUR  PHILOSOPHY

Luxury is the opportunity to choose the best
for yourself, and for everyone else. Choose

with kindness.



OUR  MISSION

We aspire to create a positive change for
people who wear and make our clothes.  This

includes the farmer that grow our raw
materials, artisans and makers.



FARM  TO  FASHION

 
Our collection begins in the field on an organic

silk farm, where wild silk moths are bred,
rather than the domestic variety in its natural
environment. The trees where the silkworms

grow are not treated with fungicides,
insecticides or genetic sprays. Peace silk

allows the completion of the metamorphosis
of the silkworm to its butterfly stage, whereas
most conventional silk harvesting requires the

silkworms to be killed in their cocoon stage.
No animals suffer or die for the peace silk to

be produced.



REVIVING  TRADITIONS  FOR

FUTURE  GENERATIONS  

Our clothing comes from a regenerative
process that contributes to the well being of

both people and land.  Yet we want to go
beyond this and help to support the economic

prospective of these rural communities,
ensuring that those who wish to remain in
sericulture can do so. Whether providing

employment, solar energy, building schools,
providing education materials or training in

relevant skills, our supplier partnership
provides a platform to meet the villager's

needs and ensure self-sufficiency.



OUR  FOUNDER  

Lily is a social entrepreneur who hails from a
heritage lineage of silk farmers and clothes

makers. Before founding Ethical Kind, Lily had
a commercial career that spanned fifteen

years in the healthcare and renewable sector.
Ethical Kind is more than a woman's

sleepwear company; it's a story of equality
and female empowerment where we believe

in harnessing the power of commerce to drive
social change.



THE  COLLECTION  

The White Lotus Sleep Collection depicts the
flower that symbolises purity, devotion, and
enlightenment, our collection channels the

noble sentiments of the floral blossom. Just as
the lotus emerges from dark waters, our

commitment to sustainable, ethical
manufacturing will always rise above the
harmful production practices that are the

norm. 



GENERAL  ENQUIRIES

hello@ethicalkind.com

CONTACT  

 
PRESS  ENQUIRIES

Press@ethicalkind.com

SOCIAL  MEDIA

Instagram: @ethicalkkind
Facebook: @ethicalkind

 
WEBSITE

www.ethicalkind.com

PRESS  IMAGES

https://bit.ly/2VMNyrn

https://www.instagram.com/ethicalkind/
https://www.facebook.com/EthicalKind/
http://www.ethicalkind.com/
https://bit.ly/2VMNyrn
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